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ABSTRACT manager confronts in the impleD8Dtation of daily tasks. They'
are the intellectual device. --conatructs and relations~ ' $

The "academic-practitioner gap" is a problem that marketers -that tell practitioners which variables to cQtsider ar.~ :
have kept at arm's length by/rhetoric and promises and nei- Which to ignore, and which relationships to look for, as
ther substant1ve nor metatbeoret1cal Implications have been they confront the decisions they must make. Minimally, an-
considered. In this paper, w1th regard to three topical alysl8 of the practitioner'. tasks 18 a 8tart1ng point for
domains -Market segmentation, Brand pos1t1oning, and Pro- developing a list of domaiD8 that may benefit from the the-
duct versus Brand -difference8 1n the concepts the terms orlst ' 8 attention. But I believe even more substantial re-
designate 1n academic and practitioner usage are explored. wards await the theorist who attempt. to make explicit, L.d
It is concluded that market1ng academics have neglected the then build on, reality a. the manager confronts it. It is
conceptual development appropriate to marketing's central ~ thesis in this paper that close attention to the perspec-
assignment of responding to consumer wants in a competitive tive of a practitioner confronting marketing task8 is likely
environment and that the academic-practitioner gap may be to help bring order to marketing conceptualization a~d pro-

. as marketing's separation from its own roots. The re- mote theory development. I propose to give specific examp-
~n"'h1p between science and practice in marketing is con- les to support this thesis. My purpose is twofold: By rais-

s~dered in terms of help pract1tioners need from mar~eting ing issues of substance in topical domains to accord the pro
science and challenges and opportunities for marketing aca- blem of the academic-practitioner gap the serious treatment
demics. Marketing's paradigm of applied bebavioral science it warrants and by including metatheoretical considerations
is described and shown to be materially different from the in ~ analysis to find a place within the marketing discip-
prevailing stimulus-response model of experimental design. line for an ongoing interest in the problem that may close
Enduring rapprochement between market1ng academics and prac- and prevent the recurrence of the gap.
titioners calls for translation between paradigms, 8 task in
Which met3theorists are invited to participate. The temptation not to reach for an understanding of the prac

titioner's perspective is ever present for academics immer-
sed, as they are, in the intellectual apparatus of their dis

INTRODUCTION ciplines. Because of the public nature of science, the con
stTUCts of the sciences are accessible to anyone whn",~ants

With SOIIe regularity. the gulf bet.ween'academics and practi- to study the literature. The marketing practitioner's con-
tioners Is mentioned in the jo~ruQ15 :ha: mark~t~~~ ~e~d, In strL\cts are not pUblic 10 this sense and practltlone~s so~~-
Statements of policy, editors offer assurances either that a times may not make them explicit, even to themselves. It
journal will continue to serve the wishes of both publics. does not follow that practitioners' minds contain no ~on-
or that it will gLve more consideration than before to mar- structs or that practitioners do not model their world. To
keting practitioners' wishes. That a gap exists has not, the contrary, in the offices and conference rooms of busi-
to ~ knowledge, been questioned by anyone. Reasons for ness, managers invest considerable effort and interest in
its existence are sometimes offered and typically include m~deling aspects of marketing and advertising tasks.
some reference to different reward systems in the academic
and practitioner worlds. The outlook for an early end to The practitioner.s constructs and mociels suffer in the con-
the academic-practitioner divide Is not promising. Not- test for the theorist.s attention not only because they of-
withstanding general agreement on the phenomenon's existence ten are not publicly available but also because it is en-
and promises to bridge the chasm little, if any. improvement ormously difficult for marketing scientists to avoid prenm-
occurs. The subject is raised, analyzed to a degree and turely imposing on the practitioner's task the constructs
then put aside. Rarely, if eve~, is the issue joined in and/or data analytic techniques available to them in their
the context of a specific topical domain.Espedally troubling areas of expertise (cf. "borrowing." Za1tman, Pinson. and

are (1) a statement in the axmouncement of the 1982 market- Angelmar 1973, pp. 182-184). SubtJc. but possibly crucial
ing theory conference which was published in the official features of the manager.s task are ndssed in this way. Ca-

. spaper of the AI!Erican Marketing Association that the co- reer rewards do not act as an incentive for scholarly acti-
!.rs are "discouraging papers and discussions which are vities by practitioners in the way they do for academ.tcs.Ac

/ .ageriallyoriented ..." ~l:!!.!.~, April 1981,p4) cordingly, we lack a built-in mechanism that fosters a pro-
and (2) the scheduling of the marketing theory conference to cess by which the practitioner's perspectives can become a-
'coincide e~actly w.th the attitude research conference, tra- vai1able to aid in theory development. Perhaps the locus
ditionally attended mainly by practitioners. I question for a permanent mechanism to encourage the theorist's i~~-
the implication that managers have little interes~ in the~ diatc and unfiltered apperception of the marketer's tasl< is
ory or that a managerial orientation is inappropriate at a to be found in the do~in of metatheory. By calling, meta-
conference on marketing theory. theorists are of a practical turr. of mind. concerned as the

are that the energies we expend in building our house of
Elecents of the Problem cards not be wasted.

Marketing managers' supposed aversion to theory springs. I There are three main parts co ~itl~ ~G~~~. F~~~t. -In order t
beJieve, from their reaction to the inappropriate orienta- Illustrate substantive aspects of the academic4>Z'aci:ltioner
tion of particular theories, that is, an orientation which gap, I describe, as briefly a9 possible, differences in th£'
is inappropriately structured for the tasks they. confront. use of the terms "market se~ntatioQ," "positionin3," and
The desire for silIq>lification and order that characterizes "prodL\ct." by academics and practitIoners and I offet' so:00
scientific work is so pervasive an aspect of hunlan thinking spec\llative analysis of the discrepan~ies in usage , In th£
that it is unlikely it should not"alE!(I bc present umong 01.31"- second part, I discuss more geueral issue5 germane to the 1JI ' ~ting m8Dagers. Note, however, that the pursuit of ord~r lationship between science and prac.tice in m8rk~~1ng: S~hnJ

an instrumental activity in e particular contex~ual do- nrly neglect of topics central to th~. practice OA m~tk~tinf
in. The models and theories practitioners want are the help practitioners need from marketing science, and th,

those that identify, order, and simplify the variEbles a challenges and cpportunities thAt the stltdy of !~ketln~



practice offers to the scholar. I describe marketing's para-
digm of applied behavioral science. pointing out some of the
respects in which it differs from the prevailing model of ex-
perimental design. In the final part. I discuss the nature
of the help that marketers need from metatheorists in order
to foster academic-practitioner rapprochement for the future.

TERMS v. CONCEPTS: THREE EXAMPLES

"Concepts are the f\mdal18ntal \Klits that marketers employ in
their thinking about marketing problems and in their appro-
aches to solving those probl~. Examples of frequently us-
ed concepts in marketing include product positioning. market
segmentation. brand loyalty. innovation. retailing. and loss
leaders." (Zaltman et &1. 1973. p. 21)

I. Market Def1Dition and Segmentation
What should be done if marketing academics and marketing
practitioners use the same term to designate different con-
cepts? Should the meaning of one group , academics or prac-
titioners, prevail? If so, on what grounds does one or the
other group claim precedence? Or, if the issue is not to be
8 'lved on the basis of the priority of scholarship or prac-

, then on what basis?

A case could generally be made that the usage of the market-
ing scholar should prevail because the scholar. being remov-
ed from the pressures of taking marketing action in real time
and specific contexts,may be expected to show the benefits
of depth of thought and breadth of perspective. Scholars may
be able to contribute helpful insights gained from observing
similar activities in different environments e.g. , consumer,
industrial, government, and we shall all benefit from this
cross-ferttlization of ideas and experience. However, the
very purpose of reaching for a different perspective is lost
should scholars substitute the.broader perspective for that
of practitioners confronting their own more restricted con-
text. Undoubtedly everything is ulcimately rela:~d to everj-
thing else but in the world of practical affairs, at any or.e
time, some relationships are more important than others.
Practitioners are surely grateful when the scholar strives
to identify the variables that are relevant to their tasks.
The chances of doing so are enhanced by an appreciation of
the task from the practitioner.s perspective.

Where does metatheory address the question of what scholars
should study or what perspective they should sdopt? Phil-
osophers of science typically have not addressed such ques-
tions, being content to discuss requirements for extinding
knowledge in whatever domains the scientist chooses. I con-
sider ~self a strong supporter of the position that no to-
pic should be disallowed as a subject of scientific study.
At the same time .I suggest that our metatheory find room to
address the iss~ of practical relevance even if only as alI ussiOn of the way relevance to the marketing practition-

, tasks may be achieved by theorists interested in doing

&.

In the passage just quoted from Zaltman et al., positioning

and market segmentation lead the list of frequently used

concepts in mark~ ing. To the practitioner these terms de-

signate tasks whtch are central to marketing as a business

activity tbat identifies, and directs the firm's response to,

consumer wants in a competitive. environment. Practitioners

read with dismay the use of these terms in the marketing li-terature -
Jon my y~ aQ ..; ng 0 " ~--'-'=~. --, 0 n.-~ .."A

..~ .~ 6 ..~--~~~.- years I have tried to articulate for myself the underlying

differences in perspectives and semantics that could account

for the instances when I find myself stopped by the use of a

term or the implications of an analysis. My conclusion is

that these instances have had something to do with. issues

such as --Is there a useful distinction to be made between:

Market definition and market segmentation? Population seg-

ment and market segment; Product .and brand; Product position-

and brand positioning; Positioning and perceived posi-

~ing? Is market segmentation relevant to product position-

ing or to brand positioning? Is a practitioner more likely

to be interested in product purchase or brand purchase as

Age, Education, Fa1lily Life Cycle,
Family Size, Income, Marital Status.

Occupation, Race, Religion, Sex,
Social Class

GEOGRAPHIC

!:it:-,ISMt:~ Size, Climate, ColU1ty Size

Density,Region

PSYCHOGRAPHIC

Live-Style, Personality

PRODUCT-RELAIED

Use Occasion, Use Rate, User Status,

Benefits Sought, Loyalty Status. Purchase
Readiness

dependent variable? Who positions brands: Marketing man-
agement? Consumers? Researchers ? These questions. in
turn .may be manifestations of three basic aspects of th~
practitioner's experience that are felt less keenly. if at
all. by marketing academics: (1) Responsibility for a
brand's existence and characteristics. (2) Awareness of the
competi tioa as a pEesence in every aspect of the marketer's
thinking and planning for consumer want satisfaction and (3)
Dependence on a not--ll-\mderstood "cQlsu-r" for closure
in all marketing discussions. plans. and actions. In sum.
the implications of the marketer's task of responding to con-
sumer wants in a competitive environment seem to be less per-
vssively present in the marketing and cQlsumer behavior lit-
eratures than theyare in the practitioner's consciousness.

In much of the marketing literature, "market segmentati~"
or "segmentation" is used to refer to analyses in terms of
any of a wide variety of variables including: demographic ,

geographic, life-style, personality, as well as others mc~~
directly descriptive of marketplace behavior (e.g., becaiits
Bought, rate of product use). For example, many mark~ting
and consumer behavior texts contain an exhibit that lists
variables such as those -ntioned which is titled "Bases
for market segmentation," or "Se~ntation variables for con-
suuer markets," or so- equivalent phrase. A stylized ver-
sion of this exhibit is shown in Figure 1.2 The exhibit and
accompanying discussion can be criticized on a number of
counts but essentially for the two related flaws of inadequ-
acy in the treat-nt of market segmentation and the mislead-
ing nature of what is presented: (I) Probably, the main un-
derlying problem is failure to distinguish market definition
and market segmentation. The term "market segllentation" im-
plies that marketers are segmenting a market they have pre-
viously defined. Yet the textbook presentations o~t to make
~lear that defining &.d segcenting markets ar~ logically and
operationally distinct tasks that implicate different varj-
ab1es and they give us no hint of the creative interplay be-
tween the distinct activities of definition and segmenta-
tion.3 .(2) Variables relevant to market definition are list-
ed as market segmentation variables. Specifically, most of
the space in the pages assigned to market segmentation is de-
voted to a discussion of demographic and geographic variables
--variables which may be useful in defining markets --to
the neglect of the purposes, methods, and problems of market

segmentation. we are told that marketers use demographic
and geographic variables to se~nt their markets. In fact,
this is not the case. Market segmentation has to do witb

Figure I STYLIZED VERSION OF TEXTBOOK EXHIBIT
SHOWING" MARKET SEGMENTATION VARIABLES"

MARKET SEGMENTATION VARIABLES

DEMOGRAPHIC



i fIf.D8~1ng product. offerings to custo~r requ1re~nt.s l.e. ..tlOD of "ID8t.1Dct.s" (8. g. , Bolles 1967 .Cofer and Appley
~~I brands tailored to differing cODsumar wants. It is 1964) which. though the Is8U8 W&8 joined in the 1920.. stllI~ ~ be expected that most members of a demographlc!geogra- echoe. througb t.he literature up t.o t.be present. (e .g. .
RbiC JPOUP want the same verslOD of a product or that knowing Bolles 1967. p. 441. footnot.e) .Tha injUDct.ion t.o specify
e paraDD~ s demographic/geographic group helps a market.er ta1- antecedent.s vas the E8t.atbeoretica1 solution in that. 10-

~1Dztebrad to the persOD'. nqu1re-nt.s.. .tanC8. ~re generally. the speciflcat.iOG of relatlonahi.pe
~ re~V8. t.b8 .4 hoc uacQXe of ~re 1abelJ.ng aDd £Urtbers the
~'I!ie! concept. marketing practlt.ioners have in mind when they objective ofbu1ldj,u1 a cobarent ay.t.ea of concepts. The
~ U8a' the term. market segmentat.ion. Is different from that cOQ- relatiOQshi.p. t.hat need t.o be specified .re those amcng c~
!vayed for :.be t.erm by many marketing and cons~r behavior cepts,and ~g c~cept. and. domain. of eX?erience. and I
i; ~s. Yblle form8r .tudents of marketing readily learn the am suggesting t.ha~ a relevant. experiential domain i. that.
ilaallo.-DiD1 wbaD they begin t.o work as marketing pract.l- of the pract.lslng ~~er confrootlng real-world t.aska. At
~ ~ it 1. relntt.le that t.he acadamic-practltioner gap thi. point. let. :2, go ~yond. u.re emort.ation by outlin1Dg
fiE 98Ep8tuated into. new generation who now have experienced the CODcept.8 and 5eries of t.asks whiCh ha~ baeD shortcha~.
~ caDcnte example of irreleV8Dt course content. Should ged by the textbook presentat.lon of marke~ segmeotatlon. &
cbe 8Ek8tiDa or CODs~r behaviot course haw been tausbt. cause authors ha". coo fuse d t.ba taska of :arket deflDitlon
b:y, 8I.n.tiDa practltlooer. the ...point may already have and segll8Dtatlon and. also, to cl.rify the role of deU)gra-
b88IJ --in the c1aa.rooa. Evan mre serious 1. the fact phic!geographi.c analysis. I .haU brlefiy discus. ~rke- dE
chd; d8 conceptually -d f\DctlODally di.tinct t.sk. of ~r- f~ tOQ as ~U ..market se~nt..t.ioli..
Mac: 8fiD1UOD and ..la8Dtat.iOD. ..cODfmnted by pr.cU-
w".~~'t .n not accorded the Mpar.te ad .y.te.tlc t~t- Market Definition. ne es"nt.la1 difference Is that marke
8ac: d80y ...n8 in the text.. and other literatun of -r- defiDltlOD refers to t.1:ie market.er. s task of choosing the
M8CfiI.. 'fe~ prOliferate (..1.. total market. market. 8ub- .a~ in vhlCh to co~te for the cons~r.s business; t;Er

-~ target market. 8erved. market. market seg1l8nt. .ubseS- ket segll8DtatiOD refers to aspects of the carket.er's tas~
W.c:.;, at.cha) but ~ .re left witbout orient.tlOD to their sy.- den.inl ..t.r.teg:y by wlCh to co~te in tbat arena. Fig

~~ 81lDiflcaoce. .Llthoush profo\mdly satlsfyinl to the ure 2 li.ts the -jor ~euts of each t.ask. and the tas
R8mDD. doiDa it. label1o1 does not in itself produce order. .n de.cribed scha,]lat.iCA1ly in Figures 2a and 2b. This Is
Iin 8rk8tiDa ~ do not D8ed to nliw psychology's experi- not the pl.ce to ~velop the ~licationa of each t.ask COw
-~ 1D. th:l.s regard. Harketer.. for In8laple. may nCtrioU8.. ponent an" I want =-re1y t.o indicate the difference and
~ ~n.-q~ PU.ch-9-],9-&i-,t.' e~arr.a.ss~t over the prollfer- linkage betwen :.a.n.t def1n1tl.ou and se~ntation. Firs1: .

FIGURE 2 MARKE'r DEFINITION AND SEQmN'IATIQf : HAJOB. 'IASI: CO~CliENTS

1MB&r, DBFINITI(If (8ee Figure 2.) l'1~ 2a Diuensions of Y.ark.et: DefinitiOt

'11.. IDENTIfY OOMAlN OF OWN (1... .Market.r's) EXPERTISE.

.2!.. SELECT A (CORRESPONDING) OOMAIN OF CONSUMER EXPERIENCEI ACTIVITY

(t.e. .the FOCAL BEHAVIORAL OOMA.IN) .

3l. &ALUATE LOCATABILITY OF PERSONS WO PERFOR..'f FOCAL BEHAVIOR
(.41. .study their media e~osure and retail outlet patronage in
l1gbt of own resources) FOR PURPOSES OF:
-COllroNlCAIION FROM THEH -of informatioa needed to develop

IDarkatir\8 strate&y (via marating l.'-~¥rch)
-COHMUNICAIION TO T~ -of brand availability and attribute.

(via marketing commuaicatioas)
-~GE WITH TREK -aood/aarvice for ~y.

DEFINE OurER LnaTs OF CURRENT PBOSPECT CRoup (2.1. .select a
population segment as analytic fram8 -US adults. US adult mala
BlaCka. US females age 1S-4S. US teens residing in west. atc.).

~. SPECIn COMPETITIVE MARKETERS/TECHNOLOGIES (ACIUAL AND PERCEIVED)
DtPLICATED BY OPTI(JiS AVAILABLE Df TASKS 1-4.

.~ SE~TATION (see FIgure 2b)

F1gure Zb COmponents of }I.adet
Se~ntatlon ~~s.!..

~ Market as Defined (i.e. .set of options 10 tasks 1-4) .
6~ DESCRIBE ELEMENTS ,'1 HETEROCmEOUs DEMAND (e.g. .custom information

8bout activatin( cond1tions. desired states. desiret product attribute.
for focal behavioral occasion.) .

"-=i

,. DESCRIBE DL\fA.~

77. lORM AND QUANTIFY DEMAND SEQmfTS .

7. FORM & QUANrIFY SEQfENrS

8. ASSESS. ma. SEQa'rS:
(a) WANT-SATISFAcrIOH
(b ) POTENTIAL FOR INROAD
(c) RELArIVE WR:rB

...ASSESS: -.-
(.) STATE 0' WANT-SArlSFAcrION Dl DEMAND SEGMENTS
(b) POTENTIAL FOR BRAND INROADS Dl DEMAND SEGMENTS (e. I. , custom data 00:
Form preference; Brand cODsideration statua .general and specific; Brand
awarenes8, experience, belief8, knowledge, perceived positiou1Dga overall)
(c) RELAIlVE WORTH OF D~D SEG!fENTS.

9. ITERATE DEFDITI(]3'-
SEQtENTATI03,. IEPEAT TASKS 6-8 FOR. ALTERNATIVE MARKET DEFINITIONS/S~!ATI(liS.

'. 8 SELECT BRAND POSITIONING 1... .target segment(s) of demaod (00&. some. or
all CODdit1oDS act1vating prospects to perform focal behavio~ ..defined)
8Dd correspondiDI b~8Dd attributes. tangible and intaagibla.

10. SELEcr ~ POSITtONING



! I ahaU saya few.words about ite~ #2-15: (2) Specifying a source of intrinsfc !nterest-for a -srapefruit buff to-w1iOm
, the focal behavior 1& a key aspect of the markater's t~ textur8. .kin th1ckDe... color aDd sme1l are f~ed with &18

and ODe ~ which th. fiDa1 decis1oD may not be made \mtil a nific.aoce; it may be vie-d .as a source of pure sensory
number of def1D1tioD-se&maDtation cycles have beeD ezam1ned. plea.ura ; it may be aoy of these and also eDtail some ele-
Accord1nIlY. at cbe stase of mark.c defin1ti~. a focal be- m8Dt of \mpleas8DtIless .ucb ..dislike of p1t.. b1tterness.
havioral dol88iD eDc~u8iDI a raDge of caodidate focal ez- --tIle... cougbDass. s1ze ("Coo large for ~") .etc. ; 1t
perleo~. and activities is specified. AssU8 -are mar- -y be a source of fruatrat1~ 10 thac che person'. des1res
,ket1n1 IrapefruiC. Caodidate focal act1vities could 10- are not be1Dg s.t1.~1ed. Orientat10D8 euch &8 these (Fenn~l
'cluda: ServiD&!eatina/dr1nk1DI breakfast; Servinl/eat1og/ 1978) ar8 the source of differeot CODs~r wants 10 respec~
'drlDk1o1 betweeD-..al8 8Dack.; Servinl/eatiDI fruit/citrua co the "same" focal behavior.
fruit at breakfast/aoyci-; Servinl/driDkiDI fruit/citrua

, 'ju1~ aC breakfut/anytiD8. ADd many others. vary1o1 system- TypicaU'1. the demand ses-DCS .re noC wU described by
! ,aticaUy envi~Dt.a1 c~texts for each generic activity de~gr8phic/leograpb1c variable. (or 1odeed by personalit.y ,
! (cf. "use ocC881~'. ..1. .Goldman and KcDooald 1979; "s1tu- or lifeatyle variable. which discrimiDate better ~g pro-
: aCiODa1 variabl.s" ..1., Belk 1975). A listinl of c.aodidat. duct. purch...d than ~g braDds purchased). Accord1og1y,
! Ifocal behaviors -y or -y DOC 8pecify U88 of currently a- as relarda locating segIZl1t ~m.r. 10 the audience of ~di.,
i vailabl. products/brADda and freq-Dcy or heav1D8s. of 1188. whicles, -rketers rely OD el8D8Qta in t.he market1og com-
: Typ1cally, the broade.t def1D1tion l1kaly Co ~ of 1oteraat 8\Dicat1~ mes..p -typically el8D8Qt8 10 the 1odividual

is c.ho88D Co qualify research respondents fro. vb08 1ofor- priDt ail or TV c~r~ -to locate the target segcent
mation relati~ Co Darrowr def1D1tiOI1A is obCaiD8d, leaviD& -Z.rs by -808 of selec.tiw atteoti~(Fenoell 1979) .Kedi
open Qu.roua poasib1l1t1as for later analy.ia. (3) Karket- whicle. v11l likely have beeD selected whose audienc.e pro-
e-s select --I ava1lable opCion. 10 CODlll\m1cat1OD. -dia fil.s match characteristic:a of persons who perform the focz

. Nta1l oucleC., for ezampl8, mass -dia and supermarket. behavior(.) -fiDally def1oed.
.p.cial 1otere.t -dia a1d specialty stores. Information

on iDcideDca of focal behav!on may be available for che The maiD varlables that may be considered 10 maJ:ket se~-
audiences of media whiclea. (4) If iC 1. DOt, de~lrapb1c/ taCiOD ar8 JAdicated in Figure 2. items 16-18. Note that
geogri1phic aoalysi. may serw ..a of 1ocating. 10 cbe v1th1D markec ..iII8Dtat1OD aoalysis, different var1ables aJ
audieDce. of -dia vehicles, p.rsoDs who perfoT8 the focal relev8lt t') d1fferer,c componeota of the overall task. ADM>Df
behaviors. (5) Decisiona regarding di-Ds1ons 1-4 of market the varlabl.. often 8hown as "Bases for market segmeDtatiOl:
'def1oiciOD entail a select1oD of competitive marketer. and benefit. sought (16. #7) .brand loyalty (#ab) , brand pur-
Cec.bDolol1e.. A market i. an arena in which producers com- chase readiness (lab) ,and brand user status (lab) are &DK)D!
pete aDd cons~rs choose. AccordiDlly. the marketer may the varlables used in. practice. each 10 a different aspect

, want to scudy che consumer's perception of competitive :ar- of the task. In sum. as indicated 10 Figures 2 and 3, che
I 'keter. and tec.bDologies 10 vb1ch case qualified respoDdeDts variables tradit1ODaUy grouped together in textbooks as
I ~y be -ked for the1r viev of the products. forms. and "market se8D8Dtat1oD variables" are not: used Intercbangeab
r ;brands appropriate to varioU8 focal behaviors (cf. Day. 10 marketiDI analyses aDd SO~ are no~ used for market: &.eg

!Shocker, ADd Sriv-tava 1979, ~ers aDd TaUber 1977, Stefflre mentat1ou at aU. -

!1979). ID 818. in textbook preseDtations of ~variables for FIGURE 3 ..MAm"1 SE-:; fi:;:;t~VA.~IABr..ES"Assi~ED TO TA..C)K!
:markec segu.Dtation." de~lraphic, geographic. product use OF MARKET DEPDilnON Alo"D SEGMENTATIOS
occ..i~a, product use rate,and product user status may be
:~licaced 10 market definition (see Figure 3) .MARKET TASK
i
.DEFI- SE~- COMPONENT
~!t ~e~nt~~, H.rket ..~ntation refers t.o an an- VARIABLES NITION TATI~ (FIGURE 2
;alyt!cal proc through which de~d se~Qts witl11n .! ~- .

!kat ..def1oed are identified ADd described ADd their poten- DD«>GRAPB:IC z 13. '4
it1al ..markec tarsets assessed. Its purpose is to help to
'formulat. a positiOD1og for the marketer'. bra1d i.e. .Co ' GEOGRAPHIC z #3. 14
!b81p selecc target seg-nt(s) of demaod 81d the taogibl. and
!1ntanlibl. aCtributea approprlate to the target segmeDt(s). PSYCHOGRAPHIC z #3

~Karkec def1D1ciOD carve. out an arena in which to compete PRODUcr-RELAIP.D
.but. it giw. the marketer DO &uidao~ OD how to compete with-
.10 that arena. ID our grapefruit example, for instance, 1f Product Use Occasion z 12

4It know that a person eats breakfast. or eveD that the person Product Use Rate z #2
grapefruit for breakfast. and have all the de~graphic/ !roduct User Status z #2

,.. "grapJj,c 1Dfoxmation imaginable throw in for good ~asure.
;we st11l do DOt know What state the person strives to secure Benefits Sought z #6. #7

.~ means of the behavjgr. we lack the guidance -Deed in Br&~d Loyalty Status z IBb
,order to develop market1og strategy. What kind of grapefruit Brand Purchase Readiness z #8b
should we produce? What are the various conditions that Brand User Status x IBb
:cons~rs experience that activate grapefruit eating? we
,Deed to know, if we are to respond to consumer wants. Grape- Even th1s brief outline 1odicates that the pract1tioner.~, fruit 1s a textbook example used to typify "product ho1!XJgen- tasks of market def1oition and segmentation co~rlse the

re1t'1." But products. even alricultural products. are the quence of steps involved 10 respond1n8 to consumer wants
;crea~i~ of h~~~ s:d t:=y ~present the outco- of Choice. t&e market1og concept requires i.e.9 develop1ng brand st;
'Why produce --ec. if consU8n want tarc, or large, 1f tbey teIY 10 81 co~i;tlti;.~ .~~-ii"~n:.- n~ffer~nt: varlables E
'want .med1ua? And. as practitioners know -11, consumers as 1mplicated for different task component. 10 a systemstic
'a group vaDt sweet and tart and large and medi18. It is not ~er. Listing these variables 1odiscriminately as '~
at all difficult to think of heterogeneous orientations to 8egK8ntatiOD yariables. 10 the texts that 1otroduce marl
eating grapefruit for breakfast. Among demand segments suCh 1ng and consumer behavior to future marketers does a dis
as the following the marketer will want to decide wb1ch I vice to the discipline. The practice of marketing is COl
should be selected as market target(s) w1th correspond1ng , 'derably more systematic and intellectually satisfying. ~

implicat10D. for brADd attribute .selection: "Eat1og grape.;' 1t8 presentation 10 teztbooka suggests. (see ,~ ,)~
~t" may be a means of overcoming lethargy, ch1rst. hutlg8r, ,

~trienc deplet1on; it may have symbol1c s1gnif1cance and One way t:o 1ote.
impl1c.ate respoDs1ble hab1ts. or b8ing good Co oneself; 1t t marketing .cho
may be-p.e!f-o~.<! m;i;~~es..l~ .~~ -o.f-~ure.-~~~-D---;- ~~ ~y be focv.se6 0!1 the .!.!.!J! "D8rket segCEntatlon",~~!.~8itt1n8



enquire into the marketing practitioner's c~cePt of market
segmantation .relied on their OVD primary associations to
guide their further thoughts and work on the subject. 00.
.primary assoc1at.1~ for segmentati~ is \mdoubtedly the dic-
tionary -aning of sepant n.-ly, div1sion. ~nce. -rket
isegmentsti~ is equated with subdividing. To the marketing
practiti0D8r, th. act of subdividing is 1Dcidental to the
main task of re.ponding to heterog.neous de~d witbiD .de-
fined.market 8Dd the practiti0D8r's ta.k. in fact. involve.
aggregat1Dg indiv1dual want. to form hog)geneoua seguant. of
damand. Accordin&ly, there is a close association in the
;pract.1ti0D8r'. ad.nd between .'..gmentation" and the activi-
;tie. of identifying ADd de.cribing consumer WaDts in .ub-
I'.tBDtiva terms that caaDOt conceivably be extracted froa
'deg)graphic/geographic analy.i...

~otber facet to the prOblem i., of cour.. , the Ben.. in
~hicb "market" is used. In thi. c~text, textbook authora
may be equating "market" with "induatry" or "busines.." 80
that a marketing effort directed to anything les. thaD e

Ad industry is viewed &8 an in.taDce of "market seguenta-
m." They may then regard the practitioner's 9!Lf~ an
arena in wbicb to compete a. a ca.. of segmenting soma lar-
ger 8Dtity. Unfort\mately, there i. g)re to the problem
;than the -re ad.sal1~t of terms and levela of analysi..
Hissing from the "market segmentation variables" exhibit is
the notion of the nesting of ~e set of tasks (market aeg-
-ntation) within another (market definition) and the cor-
responding distinction between the group. of variables ap-
ipropriate to each set of taske. To the extent, however,
ithat levels of aDaly.is is a contributing factor I am hope-
iful that work which addresses the distinction ~g the cor-
IiPorate. busine.. .and program level. (e. g. .Abell 1980) may
1&eD8itize authors to this potential source of confusion.
IAbell (1980) associate. market sepntation and braDd posi-
,'tiOning with the program level but, regrettably in mf opin-
.ion, does not restrict his use of the term "se~nt" co cite
iProgram level and uses ic there to refer to population seg-
:-nts (e.g. , male/female. upper inco-/lower inco-. p. 187) .
:With other terms available. for example. sector or group, it
~ould be Unfortunate to lose th. systemat.1cally significant
'association of the term "segment" with the taSk of identify-
,ling aDd describing heterogeneous demand within a co1lq)etitiw
,arena. Another pOssible solution is to take care to use
:"population seguent" or "submarket" or "special market"
(e.g. .the b1ack/teen/bride./retl~. market) wbeQ. referr1Dg
to th. practitionar'..t..k of.1St:fndng 81 ..areDa 1D vbich to
~ -ct. ".net .eguaQt" or "demand ses-nt" wheD refer-
lr1ng to'. the task of developing strategy for competing within
ithe arena as defined.
I ,
Failure to appre~ate the pract!tioner's perspectIve on ma~-
~et seguentati~Q is also man1fe~t in the fact that some mar-

~iQg scholars have linked the term seguentation to the p~~
~ive scientific endeavor of searching for pattern or regu-

larity. specifically in this case, to the use of correla- ;
tional analysis. Where other disciplines speak of finding .
correlates of some dependent variable. marketers may be
,found speaking of "seguentat:fon'. correlates. Now, "seguen-
tation correla~e'. could serve a useful purpose if an author
were searching for correlates of brand choice as the depen~
dent variable. Although a case can be made that demand se8-
-nts should not be expected to discriminatEl well ~g ;
brands (because Dlarketers may position a brand to address
~re than one se6D.ent., be=\:.'~ ccnsU1l2r~ t)erceive position.;:
;1ngs variously. etc.), referring to the quest for correlat~~of brand choice as a search for a "seguentation" correlate .

,conveys. at least, an ~market focus of interest. Correi
,lates of product choice, however. are in the realm of ~-
market interest and belong in a discussion of market def1n~-
tion not market segmentation.

i Studies published in the marketinB literaturc have investi~
~ ~ted income and social class as correlates of product use i
I '.:td freq~ncy of product use, The authors characterize ..
: their work as searching for segmentation corrclates. Vari-!

abIes that correlate with prod\lct use/freq~ncy of use may;

haw a role. to plai:-in~f~. -rk.t:- -Specif1c8lly.
they may assist the marketer in the task of locating poten-.
tlal buyers in the audience of medla veh1clea. They are noF
relevant to the task of market Be&D8ntatim1. They do not
cast light 00 the nature of demand wit~ .product categorY
1.e. .serve as a ba.i. for distinguishing different CODSum-j
er wmt groups within a marUt. For e~le. ~re ~ to
learD that frequeDcy of pla71n1 lolf i. po.L~~ve17 8D4 lr~-
q~cy of dioinl at 1D8~aiV8 re.taUr81t8 1s neg.tively.
cornlated with 8Oc1al clas. ~ are not le.raiDg anytbiog
.bout the nature of bet8rogeD8oua demand witMD the -rket.'
for 101 f or low co.t d1D1DI out .

2. Product versus Brad

It 18 clear that I haw not been able to discusR the distin;-
ct1on between market definition and Segeentat1on witho~'.
also dist1nguishinl the product and brmd realma of di~cour,.
Be 80 1t may not be eurprlsing 1f I turn next to discuss d1f-
ferences between marUt1ng scholars and pract1t1oners 1D r~-
gard to usage of the terms "product" md "brand." At the
outset. let me use Pigure 2 to clarify th.t practitioners
address ~roduct consideration. in the task of market
definition (Figure 2.. dimeD81on 15). WbeD the analytic fo-
cus changes to 1.nve8t1gating heterogeneous demand within-s
competitive arena as defined e.g. .to tasks associated with
market segmantatlon. we have moved to the realm of brands ;
which .re the available. or proposed. specific market offer;-
ings by means of which consumer wants Ray. or may no; be
satisfied. T'ne i~ortant distinctions .re. first. ti..t" d " I

pro uct is an abstraction and unobsorvable. whose function

is to designate a coq>etit1ve arena. while '"brand" i. the
perceptible entity thee 1. offered for sale in tt.e ~rket-
place 1n coqletit1~ w1t1: other brands 81d.second, that mar-
keters must sha~ control of their product with the competi-
tlon and are solely responsible for their brand.

The pract1t1oner'8 sharp and systematic dlstinction between
"product" and "brand" is ra~ly paralleled In the academic
11terature where "product" 1s. bya practitioner's lights,
~verused ..tn two senses: (1) "Product" 1s used 1n th~oreti-
cal discussions where "brald" 18 the appropr1ale term,4 .(2)
Product, correctly used. 18 the dependent varlable in re-
search where the pract1t1ooer would wish to see brand (use .
choi.ce, .ec.) as the dependent variable. Wind (1977) has
~de a s1milar poine 1n commenting favorably on Bourne' 8
(1957) research for 8tudy1ng both products end brands:
"Despite the 1~ortalce of this dlst1nction. m8ny of the
cons~r behavior studies do not distiDgu18h e>.-pl1c1tly be.-
r.-eu product and brand" (p. 229) .t.tttle Improvellent 1s
detectable.

To the market1ng practlt1oner, 1t usually mattcrs a great
.deal whether one studies products or brands. It seems high-

ly unl1kely that marketing scholars do not appreciate the
distinct1on between the eerms, product and brand, yet the
fact remains that "product" 1s often used In the marketing
literature where "brand" would seem to be the cor-ect tet"tll.
Hin1mally, amblguley and lack of prec1sion are unnecessarily
introduced When 1e 18 left to the reader to dec1de whether
the author 1ntends eo speak of products or of brands. Which
concept is 1ntended makes a great d1fference to the meaning'
I I
of what 18 written. Cons1der the following:I,I.~Result8 of the evalust10D and prt!ference analys1s can be.
~d (cot) 1dentiiicatiOG ~f cno~a s:tribute$ of a oroduct.
~hich are not perce1ved by certain categories of decision
~artic1pant8 1n the way. des1red by management. so that cor' ,
,~ct1ve act1on can be taken 1n a product commun1catlon stra,~egy with1n the firm" (1978, p. 29. 1tal1cs added) , ,

~s "product" or "brand" 1ntendod? Typ1cally, ~nagct2nt ac,
~pts custODer desires relative to product attributes and
Podifles ~ attributes accordingly. often by recourse lO
:formulat1on or design changes, However. the authors do not
~ont1nU8 with the further d1scussIon one would expect 1f
~nag~Dent is truly be1ng a-d~sed t.o attecpt to change cus-



ask 10 Figure 2) .Given its statUG as the quintessential ging intellectually. Except for the interest of management
~t~ act, the task of positioning has been accorded science and organizational psychology in the subject of job
.ess than its due a1OO\Dlt of scholarly attention. satisfaction, marketing has DO competitors for hege~y in

the study of human satisfaction. Practitioners dream of
SCIENCE AND PP.ACTICE IN MARKETING finding an \Dlcontested niche in the marketplace and would

not relinquish it without a strugg]e. If marketing acade-
[t is clear, I trust, that I am not pointing merely to aca- aics ueed the fillip of competition in order properly tu ap-
iemic-practitionar differences in the terms used to describe preciate this dom&1o oE 8cholarahip that is theirs for the
:he same concepts or activities. Difference in academic- taking other disciplines may oblige. There are some ind1ca-
?~actitioner usage i. an element in each of the three issues tions that economists may abandon their traditional reluc-
I have discussed so far but it/is of significance because it tance to discuss substantive issues of human wants or satis-
ruas been associated with scholarly neglect of concepts and factiODs and as Lane (1978). has shown, the availability of
activities that a~ iRportant in marketing practice. Given eRpirical data on life satisfactions (e.g. , Andrews and Wi-
that the concepts and activities tnuch the very definition they 1974, Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers 1976) permits
~f marketing itself, they are important 10 marketing scholars, with more specificity than has been custo~ary
scholars as well. within economics, to raise questions sbout the market's ca-

pacity to satisfy human wants .
When substantive exaDq)les are confronted, the "academic-prac-
titioner gap" may be seen as a separation of marketing scho- In the following sections I discuss the reciprocal ~lation-
larship from its own roots, raising the question : Can there ship between science and practice in marketing including the
bit -marketing science divorced from marketing as an activi- nature of the help for which the practitioner looks to mar-
t Given the ferment in the literature of the past decade keting science and the challenges and opportunities that mar-

tive to the definition, scope and scientific status of keting scholars may find in addressing themselves to the
marketing, the obvious answer may by now be regarded as requirements of marketing practice. But first, I should b~
quaint, if not ~volutionary: Whatever else marketing sci- remiss we~ I to ignore the explicit disparagement by some
ence may do, today or in the future, its primary task is to marketing scholars of marketing as an activity. a subject to
use scientific method to study questions raised in the prac- which I now turn.
tice of marketing. If not marketing, then which discipline
is going to bring scientific method to bear in studying such Do Marketing Academics Disparage Marketing as an Activity?
questions? Granted, there is disagreement among scholars
about marketing's focus and legitimate subject matter (e .g. , The academic-practitioner gap is not only implicit and unin-
O'Shaughnessy and Ryan 1979, p. 580). Must this disagreement tentional as, I believe, is the case with the examples men-
paralyze marketing scholarship to the extent that the most tioned so far. There are instances of quite explicit rejec-
f\Dldamental notions of marketing as an activity are not em- tion by marketing academics of the practitioner's perspective
braced, explored, and developed? Where .are marketing's the- and of marketing as an institution. Here are two:
ories of want-satisfaction in a competitive environment?
wnere are lI'.adeting's models of huma':l motivation?5 Above "Vielo'ed critic~lly, a first possible limitation of the mar-
all, where are marketing's models of het~rogeneo..~; demand'? :'.eting concept is that it is mainly an inside-out. techno-
And for contrarians .where is the theorizing/research rela- logical statement of marketing. centering on a set of tech-
tive to alternatives to want-satisfaction as a means of niques applicable to a certain set of problems. Such a mic-
influencing marketplace choice and resource allocatiOD? ro perspective cannot help conceptualizing mar~~eting as a
Whatever the eventual consensus on how to conceptualize mar- one-way control process. in which sellers act and buyers re-
keting's domain. is there any doubt that topics such as those act. ...The new broadened marketing or social marketin8
just mentioned occupy a central place in marketing as a dis- concept. however, was more than a bootstrapping phenomenon.
cipline? Because of their relevance to market segmentation as its chief architects Io'ere marketing acaden~cs. tl.is in
and brand positioning, they are implicated pervasively in itself is a healthy develop~nt," (1980. pp. 391-392).
marketing practice.

Marketing's "set of techniques" includes all those which are
Marketing practitioners know only too well the difficulty of used in marketing research to obtain an understanding of th~
\Dlderstanding what cons~r8 want. Two questions arise: (I) consuu:er's perspective initially aDd later to assess the ef..
Are the practical and formal difficulties posed by the task fect of, and further t~ilor. marketing action. To say th3t
of responding to consumer wants sufficient reason to abandon "a micro perspective cannot help concei>tualfzing marketing
the atte~t? (2) Is there a theory of marketing that does as a one-way rontrol process" is simply wrong; the stat8"-It~ implicate want-satisfactiOD? No. is my ans'#er to the ment reflects neither the facts of mark~ting practice. nor

t question. Because the conceptualization of consumer the meaning of the marketing concept itself. A second examp-
~ s has been somewhat neglected, it would be premature to le foll9WS: In the context of r3ising some questions about
abandon the enterprise. As regards my own approach to con- the "broadening" (Kotler and Levy 1969. Kotler 1972) of mar-
ceptu3lizing motivation and identifying consumer wants (Fen- keting. an author comn-.ents on "successful educational --
~ll 1975, 1978, 1980a,b) I think that ,,"e have scarcely be- thods"such as open clc.ssrooms and says: "The critical fea-
g\..1 to address the task and I see continuing possibilities ture of .such education lies in the acceptallce of the student
for further improvement (e.g., Fennell 1981a). Regarding the as a special person who must not be marketed into doi. ~ Whdt
the second question: Even if we had substantial reason to be the organization wants" (1974, p. 33). I doubt that on2 mar-
discouraged and, I repeat, we do not, it is not going to be keting practitioner is to be found who believes that he or
easy to conceptualize marketing in a way that does not im- she or their firm, can make anyone do anything the person
Dlicate consumer satisfaction in some manner. Certainly, re- does not want to do. Marketing practitioners grapple daily
"cent reformulations of marite1.:.ng t~ ~%::.r'~.lSj.Z~ the tr~n6ac- with the task of understanding the coosumer's perspective.
tion (Kotler 1972) or exchange (Bagozzi 1979) may have moved In the absence oi CC"C~Ft~:li;~:~.~ns of h~terogeneous demand
want-satisfaction from center Btage but they have not bani- and. in particular, of the structure and components of the
she~ it. Acco~ding to Kotler: "The marketer's problem is to cons~r's perspective, practitioners have developed e~iri-
create attractive values. Value is completely subjective and cal procedures, specifically the tWo- (or more) phase. quali.
exists in the eyes of the beholding market" (1972, p. SO). tative-quantitative for1l'at of se~ntation research (Fcnnell
and the actors in Bagozzi's exchange are presumed to maxi~ 1978). In this most central of marketing activities, prac-
ILize joint "subjective satisfaction" (1979. p. 442). It titioners have had little help in conceptualization and mo...
seems ve cannot avoid confronting want-satisfaction. But why del building from marketing academics. Under the circum-

~ to avoid it? Because the task is too difficult? In mar- stances, it is somewhat insensitive and, gi~n the state of
~ing. we are doubly fortunate: Our discipline assigns us the art, unrealistic as well for marketing scholsrs publid-

.topic that js maximally worthwhile and maximally challen- ly to portray marketing as imposing its will on helpless
cons~r8.
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applied behavioral acience. and to appD!c1ate the importance I
of state-description to the practitioner. Collectively. these I
issues may be sufficiently material to jastify viewing acade- ,
mics and practitioners as operating witbfD different para- I
digms and the divide between the two co-ities as re.di-
able only in terms of an effort to translate across para-
digms. When I have discussed these issues I shall be able
to be DKIre specific about so- aspects of the help for wl,-ch
practitioners turn to marketing science.

Challenge and Opport-ity for Marketing Science

Cor rcttlv used. t."~e tE:n: "Darletjng.' is nct a synonym for
., II d in.'higl& pressure tactics. .bein8 influence aga at. your

will." or siu;f.lar ideas. To the contrary. t.he -aning of
the term "marketing" is embodied in the marketing c(X1cept:
Don't sell ~.ha t you happen to make; make what the consumer
wants to buy .Why should respected and well-established
marketing scholars. who may be expected to ~ow better. use
"marketing" incorrectly. and me.lign our discipline in the
prcc~5s? By all means. let us speak out against abusea
~hen we find them and lec us identify pressure tactics as
violacions of marketing t.hought.

The Practitioner's Need for Marketing Science

Harkecing ~agement's essential quest.ion is: What should
we do to ensure that uur brand is selecced over competiti(X1
sufficiently ofcen to give us a return on our investment.?
There are. perhaps. Chree distinguishable approaches to ans-
wering the que3t.ion. One can reach for rules of thumb. one
can use trial and error including sophisticat.ed. small-scale11' "uation. or pretest.ing of selected options. and one can

on t.he classic scient.ific met.hod of discovering pactern
regularit.y an6. specifically. the ant.ecedencs of t.he de-

sired effect. In day to day praccice. time pressures dic-
tate use of the first t.wo. Even if market.ing science were
DUch more highly developed than it is t.oday. t.he transla-
tion of its understanding int.o t.he terms appropriate Co spe-
cific action would still necessitat.e t.he use of rules of
thumb and trial and er~r. In the absence of the comprehen-
sive framework. which scientific underst.anding might. gene-
rate. rules of thumb and empirically-based trial and error
are unsatisfactory --and anxiet.y-provoking for the user --
because of the const.ant. risk of omitting some crucial ele-
aent or perspective that may make itself known only after
the fact. Marketing academics cm help practitioners mainly
in r~o ways: (I) Practitioners look to science in marketing
to draw on. adapt. and develop genersl scieatific knowledge
so as to create improved tools for small-scale 3imulat.ion
and the pretesting of st.rategic options. (2) For the longer
haul. practitioners turn to marketing science to identify
the antecedent.s of marketplace choice and thus t.o help t.hem
structure their t.a~ks and choose appropriately among the
r~y variables which they confront. They look t.o market.lng
science to articulate the framework and essential structure
of what they are doing.

The manager's normative-sounding question : Row should I posi-
tion my brand? is. in fact. asking for a descriptive answer.
The manager is saying: Tell me the antecedents of repeated
brand choice in a competitive environment. Proceeding to an-
Swer that question is soaething that marketing scholars.
tLained in scientific method. know how to do. So why should
there be the evident disharmony and friction between acade-

~ s and practitioners? The marketing" academic I~y suggest
: it derives. on thE. one hand. from the proprietary na-

~ of business data and. on the other. from the scholer's
Gesire not to be perceived as the handmaiden of industry.6
I caa but accept the validity as perceptioas of views such
as these while suggesting that they are inade~~te. singly
or jointly. to explain the chasm that exist~. ~n the first
place. it WQuld be the exception rather than the rule for
scientists to make the development of a discipline contin-
gent upon the availability of data generated by persons
oth~r than the scientists themselves. Secondly. when mar-
keting schol~rs generate their own independent. data and
co~ntarj relative co ~isj.,ns ~he p4~:~.=~QU2r face~" thp~
~y mini~ze the likelihood of being viewed as serving mtly
busi~ess interests. More fundamental sources must be sought
for the tension and f8i1Jre of communication between market-
ing academics and practitioners and I turn next to discuss
the following three issues as contributors to the academic-.
practitioner divide: The possibility th~t motivation --the
aspect Qf behaviur 80 iu.~ort~~ tp the ~rketer's goal of
want-satisfaction --may be the source of a discontinuity

~tween the subject matters of behavioral and physical sci-
We 1!IakiI1& the IOEthods developed for the study of physical

-~ience inappropriate to the study of human behavior; the
failure. todate, to articulate marketing's paradigm of

If theDe is any merit iD the issues I raise as possible ~~a-
eons for the academic-practitioner gap. aarketing scholars
-y find that their discipline offers -~dcted challetges
and accompanying opportunities for grouad-breaking work.
Viewed in this light. breakdowns in" co...Dlcation between
academics and practitioners -y be welco.ed as signaling not
only the need for making bidden assumptions explicit but a
possible occasion for cDeating new ways to represent Deality.

Motivation: SiRnificant Variation Within and AmonK the Enti-
ties Studied. It is clear. I believe. that the market seg-
mentation Smith (1956) spol~e of is not the obvious and. to
a -rketer. uninteDesting fact that the consumer. or indus-
trial, or US. market consists of ~ultiple markets. It is
also clear that the heterogeneous demand Smith spoke of does
not refer to the obvious and, to a marketer, uninteresting
fact that the consumer, or industrial. or US markets comprise
demand for a variety of products. It is abundantly clear
chat Smith (1956) is Defering to the practitioner's concept
of heterogeneity within a product market, to the strategic
option of tailoring a brand to tile wants of one or more seg-
ments of the total product demand, and to the dependenc~ of
this strategy on an intirnate understanding of the varied na-
ture of demand for a product. So .~hat went wrong? Karket-
ing would have been spared much travail mlG the acad,.mic-
practitioner gap would not have opened to the t-):tent it h.1.s,
had Smith's (1956) paper been followed by a paper elucida-
ting the antecedents of heterogeneous demand. No suitable
formulat.ion was to be found in any of the behavioral sci-
ences and -rketing embarked on a quarter century of effort
to make sense out of available analytic categories, the data
they generated, and existing and new analytic techniques.
What was needed was a basic rethinking of the kinds of con-
cepts that would adequately represent behavioral phenomena
for the marketer.

A case can be made that what chiefly characterizes marketing
as an activity is its dedication to the notion that ir.fluen-
ce in the ~~rketplace depends on understandinf. Elsewhere
(Fennell 1980c), I have argued that the ~arketing concept is
In fact a hypothesis about influence that jmplicates a parti-
cular theory of behavior. Marketing uses this theory to
harness the energies In one part of society (i.e., the for-
ces activating consumer behavior outside the marketplace) to
influence the allocation of society's res::,llrCe$ and direct
its productive enterprise. However, harnessing hu~an enertY
does not work in exactly the same way as harnessing the win:l
or falling water. The direction of the energies of wind
and water is readilf ascertainable and appropriate technology
can be designed accordingly. The allocation of human energy
is studied under the heading of motivation, aQ aspect of be-
havior that, so far. has proved to be among tne most resis-
tant to scientifIc study.

ID consIderingtbe scIentilic sfatus of D!srketins ~ na2~ to
grapple with the larger question of the extent to whIch the
DX)dels of inquiry developed for the physical sciences are
approprIate for the study of human behavior and experience.
In behavioral science, the individual entities studied dif-
fer over occasions and from each other in ways relevant to
the scIentific goals of explanation, prediction, and control
The differences that matter are not likely to be found in
the readily observable charact~rIstIcs of humans but are to
be sought among the determinants of the significance indivi-
duals assIgn to elements in their current environment. Sig-
nificant variation within and among the entities studiMt -



and in ways not readily observable. makes the behavioral
scientist's task different from that of the physical scien-
tist. possibly to the extent of requiring DlOdification in
the methods of inquiry developed for the physical sciences.
~~rketers. ~erforce. address just this sort of significant
variation by virtue of taking to themselves the task of re-
sponding to consumer wants. If the marketer's business is
want-satisfaction it is unavoidably also the satisfaction of
heterogeneous wants among people ~~ose wants are not to be
detected as readily as their skin color. age. or geographi-
callocation (Fennell 1981b)./ I venture to suggest that
gaining fo~ Imderst-d1ng of ..t.h.e markete.rl& task .f want-
satisfaction is as difficult an assignment as scientists
confront in any domain of knowledge.

lofarketing' s Paradigm of Applied Behavioral Science. By de-
finition. the marketing scholar 18 not intimately involved
in the practice of marketing and the very real question ari-
ses as to the means by which the scholar becomes exposed to
marketing practice. Certainly it is not entirely desirable
II .~ the familiarization process be left to the luck of the

I in consulting assignments especially since conaulting
ortunities may arise in organizations whose marketing

operations are small or nonexistent. Ways must be found to
represent marketing practice more faithfully in the market-
ing literature. As one effort in that direction I offer the
following attempt to articulate marketing's implicit para-
digm of applied behavioral science.

In their lucid review of concepts and contributors relative
to marketing's status as science and technology. O'Shaug~-
nessy and Ryan (1979) report the widely held belief that mar-
keting lacks paradigms at this time .A good case can be
made. I believe. that one paradigm is already in existence
in marketing practice, if by paradigm we mean a framework
that interconnects important aspects of the domain. That
the framework has hitherto been in~~sible is not \mususl for
paradigms and does not detract from the reality of its exis-
tence. The paradigm to which I refer comprises marketing's
research and strategic operations along with its implicit be-
havioral model. What has been visible are (1) the much used
research and analytic tools of marketing research practice.
and (2) the much discussed domains of strategic choice (the
"4 Ps") .What has not been articulated is the model of beha-
vior which these two sets of observables presuppose although
it could be argued that a first approximation to that behavi-
oral model has been articulated in the six steps of the so-
called "hierarchy of effect s" model of advertising effects
(Lavidge and Steiner 1961).7 Given the information in Figure

4. how is the marketer's implicit behavioral model to bedescribed? .

In Figure S. the marketer's domains of strategic choice (B),
~ major categories of information obtained through market-

research (C). are shown coordinated to the corresponding
.tures of a model (A) of consumer brand choice (Fennell
1980a, b). The six steps of the "hierarchy of effects" mo-
del (D) are similarly coordinated to the behavioral model

FIGURE 4 ~J'IFEST.'TIQNS UF HARKETING'S IMPLICIT tElIAVIORAJ. I-.}OI;L

MAI:Kf.TERS .D:JHAl1I5 PR()Dl'CT P~OK<11 I(\N P~ICE PLACE
OF STRAIEr;IC CHvICE: (THf. PO~ITICNING DECISIO:l)

DI/ICI:;)STIC-- ::;:;i.l.I...~ -yr.c;!!Q!\~ T() PRO- nRAl;D BRAND PREFERENCE YALUE UUT-oF- nRAND-IN-UsE 8RA...U
lVALUATl \,E Li;FORMATION:* RE:;t,\RC;II. DUCT B!:NZFITS- .A"A";,/I!SS, CO1f5i- i,'.I;;;l , :.A-: !:!~ ~TOCI( RATINGS !<~:JlE:JCE

PsYCIIl)GRAPHI:: ATTkIB("TEs LRAND DER- PURCHA.o;E HE- 1. , irand
~ECHE)lTATtO:j (dlrect .nd BELIEFS ATIOH IN"..ENT PORTS, Lellefs

de"lved), PERCEPTUAL SET RATING, SALES aDW)nl
BENEFIT HAPPING CONsTAN"r DATA Tr1ersl

-sEGHENTAtloN s\nI~- Users
I!II:R,\RCIIY UF EFFECtS: A'.:~.REII~sS (LIK1NG) CONVICTrON

KNOWLEDGE P~[FERENCE PURCllAsE

*SHOIIN I'.EP.E, roR CO~IUNICATIVt PURPOSES, ARE THE H.uOR I;UIDS OF HARKETINC RESE.'.J!CI1 HEASURI:S MID A.~h1.YSES IN CURRENT USE. DIREcrION FROM MY

8 81:.:AVIORAL )tODEL (LATER) INCLUi1I:S: (I) OPERATIONAI.IZING ..rsyCI10CRAPHIC" SECHENTATION It\ TERMS OF THE SEVEI; ACTI\'ATINC CONDITIO~S, (2) US!NG

THE CURUJiT "PSYC.:OCRAPHIC"~IEASURF:S (I .E. , rERSONALITY AND LI F£STlLE) AS ANCILLARY OESCRIPTORS OF ThE SEGY£NTS, (3) CONSIDERINC THE SEPARATE
STATUS OF PROOUCT BENf;FITS (OESIREO EXTERMAL/INTER.'!AL STATES) AND PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES (DESIREO ATTRIBL"TES) .

Let me make juat a few points that are relevant in the pre-
sent context: (I) Without getting into differences as re-
gards the models' common domain, note only that the hierarchy
of effects model does not represent consumer motivation or
post-purchase evaluation and learning. From a marketing
point of vi~w, the model is seriously deficient in failing
to represent consumer motivation as the origin of market-
place behavior. In the model of consumer brand choice shown
here, heterogeneous demand 1s represented in terES of seven
qualitatively different activating conditions, discuased
elsewhere (Fennell 1978): Current Problem, Potential Prob-
lem, Normal Depletion, Interest Opportunity, Sensory Plea-
sure Opportunity, Product-related Problem, Satisfaction f~~-
stration. Activating conditions direct consumers' beh6vior
by specifying the essential characteristics of desired
states. The behavior of consumers outside the marketpli:.:e
is directed toward securing their desired states and, in ~he
process, consumers may need to acquire goods and servic~s.
Activating conditions, then, represent the origin of hetero-
geneous demand in the conditions affecting consumers' ~ives
outside the marketplace. Marketing activity begins by car-
ving out a focal domain of experience/activity, describing
the conditions that activate this behavior and identifying
appropriate attributes for goods and services that are res-
ponsive to consumer wants (Fennell 1980a). (2) Hitherto,
management's exercise of choice in regard to the segment{s)
to address has not been explicitly represented as a strate-
gic "P", although the importance with which management re-
gards the Prospects decision is amply in evidence in the
supporting marketing research activity. To remedy this
oversight, I am adding a fi fth "p" namely, Prospects l.e. ,
locatable persons who perform the focal behavior. {3) The
positioning decision may be expressed here as the marketer's
sj-multaneoua choice aQOng available options in Prospects {de-
mand segments) and Product (attributes) i.e., the u~rkcter's
choice of attributes appropriate to one, some, or all of the
conditions activating Prospects to perform the focsl beha-
vior. As indicated above (Figure 2), it is ~de in the
light of a broad range of systematically relcvnnt infcrma-

, tion.

More generally, as portrayed in Figure S, marketing practice
may be regarded as an elaborate exa~ple of applied behavior-
al science, one that may be better articul;\ted than any
other at this time. Marketing practice appears to be an ex-
a~le of Zaltman et al.'s (1974) "second use of control:"

"The first use (of control) refers to the theory of ~now-
, ledge and considers control as a necessarj activity in a~cru-

ing knowledge. ..The second use of control viel0"s it as a
goal rather than as a means. Inference about the existence
of a causal relationship is not sought but rather assumed
and exploited. Instead of controlling for other controlling
conditions, following the principle of redundancy all of the
available manipulable antecedents are brought to bear so as
to maximize the chances of actually controlling the depen-
dent variables. By doing this, however, causal inference as
to what actually effected control is made difficult. The de-
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sire for valid inference, however, ought not to .tif-~ action" the vital importance to managers of obtaining information
(pp. 175-176). that is "Derely" descriptive and the indispensibility of

state-descriptive information to the manager. The scientist
In marketing's case it did not stifle action mld with uncan- is accustoDed to carving out a domain of interest and arran-
ny intuition marketer. identified the (assumed) antecedent. Zing for the presence and absence of certain conditions in
of brand choice making them the focal points for strategic order to test hypotheses. Practitioners may not operate in
action aiRed at securing repeat purchase of the marketer'. this manner. Even though they may end up addressing one seg-
brand. ment of demand, they must begin by acquainting themselves

with the current state of want-satisfaction in the market(s)
Marketing's paradigm of applied behavioral science is an ex- of interest. It is not the function of theory to predict th,
ample of control through understandinR in a form that is not initial state of a system and what practitioners need at thi
a simple stimulus-response model by any means. It accept. point i. not spec!fic hypotheses but conceptual products to
influence a. well as attempting to influence. Moat .trik- aid in their task of state-description. In our texts and
ingly, reflecting the essential marketing concept (Hake what courses we may not have been as clear as is warranted about
the consumer wants to buy) , the motivational antecedents arc the distinction between obtaining data for purposes of hy-
not manipulated and marketing strategy i. restricted to se- pothesis-testing and state-description. When we urge aspi-
lecting among the Prospect and product (attributes) options ring practitioners to formulate hypotheses in advance of 0.",
which research identifies. In the Product domain, influence ducting research we give them advice that is hard to recon-
is mutual to the extent that available technology places. cile with the meaning of the marketing concept ~hose i~le-

e me constraint on the manner in which consumers may 80 about men~atiOQ require. an initial phase of state-description.
~tisfying their wants. As regards each of the remaining

strategic domains, marketing control is a process of ~utual ~elo.~rth. Practit!oner from Marketing Science. Let me rc
influence in which marketing action is guided on an ~iQing turn, as promised. to discuss some aspects of the help mar-
basis by informa,~on about consumers' perspectives that is keting practitioners need from marketing science. Fur thei
obtained both before (diagnostic), and after (evaI.~tive), state-descriprive tssk practitioners need help in at least
action is taken. It is, perhaps, in regard to the aspect of two respects: (1) Typically, the state-descriptive task be-
accepting influence that maiketing scholars who are trained gins with an attempt to report consumers' orientations to
to think in terms of an experimental design model fail to the behavior of interest i.e. , the focal behavioral domain.
make contact. fully. with the practitioner's perspective. Ac- By now, doing the laundry, feeding the dog, having a head-
cordingly. this particular feature of marketing's paradigm ache. brushing one's teeth, washing one's hair. shaving one
waE~~.~s a fe~ ~oJds of cornment. beard, and many other domains of e~erience/activity have

,~~~ ~e~n ~sE~!-1?ed again and again. Individual marketers condl
State-Description in the Application of Science. Much mar- their own proprietary t~:!ploratcry in..~0::lgatlons w!;ho~t
keting research is purely descriptive. In this it reflects much guidance as to the significant structural components (
the fact that practitioners operate in the real world where the domain whose current state they need to know. Lacking
many occurrences that are relevant to management's goals are conceptualizations, practitioners have used qualitative re
beyond their control. Managers need information on the cur- search, and especially "focus groups," to generate the to-
rent state of relevant variables and this information speci- pics on which subsequent quantification surveys are based.
fies the options for strategic action that are available at From all of this qualitative work what have we learned? Wh
anyone time. Marketing academics, who are scientists rather do we know about the requirements for good state-descrip-

.than practitioners may not. at ti~8, fully .appreciate tion'l When. j,.--a state-descr~ption excellent? What kinds
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ele-nts should it include in order to qualify as minimally of relating "abstract ideas to real -rketing situations"
adequate1 My current answer to this question is reflected (p. 60) .Enis was calling. I believe. for markating theory
in the sets of topics indicated in Figure 2. in the vertical that is more relevant to the practice of marketing. For the
and horizontal di-nsions of the situation as perceived (Fi- most part. Enis' call appears to have gone unheeded.
gure 5). and elsewhere (Fennell 1981a. b). The relevant li-
terature has. by and large. ignored the role individual My OWD further analysis suggests that marketing theorists.
depth and focused group research have played as de facto trained in the prevailing experimental model. confront a
substitutes for tbe conceptual frameworks practitio;;r;- number of related difficulties iD their attempt to develop
could otherwise use to generate the topics needing descrip- marketing science. In their dally concern with the pheno-
tion. A goal for marketing science is to develop conceptual menon of human motivation. and their dependence on state-
fra-works so well articulated as to replace the topic-gen- description as the starting point for strategic action. pra-
erating function currently carried by qualitative research. ctitioners inhabit a world that 18 literally beyond the ken
(2) In common with other behavioral sciences. marketing has of one trained in traditional scientific -thod. Further-/ ,
not invested much effort in taxonomic activity. possibly be- more. the absence of representations of the practitioner s
cause it has not been entirely clear which entities should task in abstract terms has denied the marketing scientist
be classified. By their countless "focus group" ezplora- " access to the practitioner's world. The failu.re to appre-
tions of focal behavioral domains such as "doing the laund- ciate the role of 8tate-de8cription .in marketing practice
ry" and the others just -ntioned. marketing practitioners and the practitioner's need for conceptual frameworks to
have resoundingly indicated what one taxonomy should address. guide the state-descriptive task may be viewed as a simple
Accordingly. consumers' orientations to each of the hundreds oversight regarding the different assign-nts of the basic
of focal behavioral domains served by the major goods and and applied scientist yet there is more to it than this.
services constitute one component of marketing's descriptive Because of marketing's concern with want-satisfaction. the
agend,~. Because we live in a changing world it is not to be state the practitioner is particularly interested In des-

lICrected that marketing's descriptive task can be acoompli- cribing (i.e.. the direction in which human energy is being
~ed once and for all. Nevertheless. consumer orientations allocated) implicates the point at which the problems of

relative to the focal behavioral domains likely change less behavioral science differ most significantly from those of
rapidly than does the corresponding brand array so that de- the mainstream scientific tradition. If this analysis 1s
scriptions of perceived activating conditions. desired exter- correct. then marketing academics and practitioners find
nal and internal states. and desired attributes may be expec- themselves confronting the fascinating question of the ex-
ted to have a reasonable span of useful life and serve as a tent to which sciences classic -thod of inquiry is appro-
base for modi,fication as required. priate to the study of human affairs or may need to be modi-

fied. The issue is not unique to marketing, of course. It
Finally. if we are going to take the marketing concept seri- appears frequently in the psychological literature (e.g..
ously (Make what the consumer wants to buy) .research con- Bickman 1981. Petrinovich 1979) where one summary of
ducted to develop understanding relevant to the marketer's recurring the-s is as follows:
tasks should.prescreen subjects to ascertain their orienta-
tion to the focal behavioral domain under study. As I have "There has been concern expressed recently regarding- the abi-
noted elsewhere. explicit acknowledgement of the origin of lity of the science of psychology to deal with significant
marketing activity in the wants of prospective users is vir- behavioral issues at an adequate level of complexity. This
tually absent in the published research on the use of fear concern has taken the form of questioning the adequacy of
appeals in marketing (Fennell 1979. p. 28). on the marketing traditional experimental research procedures for yielding
application of the Fishbein approach to attitude (Fennell generalizations beyond the particular experimental paradigm
1980a, b). and on consumer information processing (Fennell. ...of arguing for the inclusion of ecological variables
1979. p. 32). Regarding the last-mentioned. for example. in the behavioral equation and of doubting that tradi
humans use their information processing apparatus in the ser- tional behavioral science can deal with meaningful problems
vice of their individual objectives. In developing basic without losing the essence of human existence. .." (Pet-
understanding of human information processing for use in rinovich 1979. p. 373) .
marketing, what the person is trying to achieve must be
taken into account. The tension that has existed between academics and practi-

tioners in marketing may be a manifestation of an underlying
paradigm clash --between the formal and explicit paradigm

REPRISE AND PROSPECT: ' CAN METATHEORY HELP? of experi-ntal -thod in a laboratory setting in which many
,. marketing academics are trained and marketing's implicit;

I have discussed three instances where marketing academics paradigm of action in the real world of human bchavior.Under
and practitioners use key marketing terms to designate dif- the circumstances. marketers may need help from metatheory
ferent concepts: Market segmentation. Positioning. and Pro- in at least two respects: Firstly. in exploring ways to 4-

II ct. My speculative analysis of underlying reasons includes chieve the goals of scientific inquiry. such as order and
possibility that academics may have reached for readily publicly shared knowledge. in a context that explicitly ac-

-.ailable meanings of terms e.g., seg-nt and market and knowledges the special problems of behavioral science. Secon, ,
r~adily available data analy,is operations e.g.. correlate dly. in effecting translation between marketing s two com-
search. and perceptual mapping. thus eff~ctively blocking -munities of academics and practitioners, each of whom may be
their further attempt to appreciate the ramifications of the operating within different parartgms or. minimally. approach
tasks practitioners confront. Insufficient attention to the ing the subject with different t~cit understandings. One
important distinction between the product and brand realms uses the term. paradigm. with caution. In the postscript tc
of discourse in American marketing scholarship also seems to the second edition. Kuhn (1970) notes that a commentator
be a contributing factor. found twenty-two different ways in which he had used "para-

digm" in the first edition. He discusses two "very diffe-
The upshot has been that marketing theo1:y is underdeveJ"opcd rent usages" (p. 182) which he p,'oposes to call. respective-
inare:as re.~evan~ to marXef1.~g's central "\ctlV1t ," of satlfr 1#. di&cipl~a.j =:::ix. ~,n:! :;h..;:~~ 2~eonr.13.r. ?y ,"hateve;;. f ,fying consu-r wants in a competitive environment. At the name. one o the values o~ Kuhn s work has been his emphasis
same time. marketing theorists appear to be interested in on the importance of tacit or implicit understanding in af-
findi~g other lands to conquer. and the decade of the seven- fecting our way of seeing as scientists no less than as
ties" saw a "broadening" of marketing's range to embrace n~n- lay people. .It seems to me that tacit understanding may be
business applications such as nonprofit. government. and so- &Cquired iKplicitly or explicitly --implicitly as the re-
cial cause contexts. A few years into marketing's "broaden.- sult of exposure to shared exemplars in the course of one's"
ing" phase, Enis (1973) suggested that marketing was in studies in a particular discipline. in which case. neither
need of "deepening." In referring to the desirability of student nor. presumably. teacher ig aware of the tacitly



~d way of seeing; expli~itly when. as a result of Ra~r & Row.
t-;-.-sining and then professional work. ways of seeing that Bourne. Fran~is S. (1957) ."Group , In fluen~e in Marketing. "

were originally explicit and were the obje~t of deliberate in Classi~s in Consumer Behavi9~ .Louis E. Boone, ed. .
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